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A bubble language is a set of binary strings with a simple closure
property: The ﬁrst 01 of any string can be replaced by 10 to
obtain another string in the set. Natural representations of many
combinatorial objects are bubble languages. Examples include
binary string representations of k-ary trees, unit interval graphs,
linear-extensions of B-posets, binary necklaces and Lyndon words,
and feasible solutions to knapsack problems. In co-lexicographic
order, ﬁxed-weight binary strings are ordered so that their suﬃxes
of the form 10i occur (recursively) in the order i = max,max−1,
. . . ,min+1,min for some values of max and min. In cool-lex order
the suﬃxes occur (recursively) in the order max−1, . . . ,min+1,
min,max. This small change has signiﬁcant consequences. We
prove that the strings in any bubble language appear in a Gray
code order when listed in cool-lex order. This Gray code may be
viewed from two different perspectives. On one hand, successive
binary strings differ by one or two transpositions, and on the other
hand, they differ by a shift of some substring one position to the
right. This article also provides the theoretical foundation for many
eﬃcient generation algorithms, as well as the ﬁrst construction of
ﬁxed-weight binary de Bruijn sequences; results that will appear
in subsequent articles.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Binary strings provide natural representations for the instances of many combinatorial objects, as
illustrated by Fig. 1.
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156 F. Ruskey et al. / Journal of Combinatorial Theory, Series A 119 (2012) 155–169Fig. 1. Combinatorial objects and string representations: (a) combinations (bitwise inclusion), (b) reversible strings with two
colors (largest reversal), (c) necklaces with two colors (largest clockwise rotation), (d) binary trees (pre-order traversal omitting
last 0), and (e) connected unit interval graph (intervals represented by parentheses).
Fig. 2. Examples of bubble languages. The ﬁgure omits variations obtained by bit-complements such as strings avoiding 01k ,
strings lexicographically greater than or equal to a given a string, and necklaces using their smallest rotation.
Although the combinatorial objects in Fig. 1 are diverse, their string representations share a basic
property: If the ﬁrst 01 is replaced by 10, then the resulting string represents another instance of
the same combinatorial object. To clarify, when we say “ﬁrst 01” we mean the leftmost occurrence
of the substring 01. Similarly, in other combinatorial objects the ﬁrst 10 can be replaced by 01. This
motivates our deﬁnition of bubble languages, which generalize all of the objects found in Fig. 2.
The number of 1s in a binary string is its weight or density. When we ﬁx the length and the
number of 1s in a set of binary strings, we use the term ﬁxed-density. (The equivalent term ﬁxed-
weight binary is used in the context of de Bruijn sequences.) All strings in this article are binary, with
B(n) denoting the set with length n and Bd(n) denoting the set with length n and d copies of 1.
Subsets of Bd(n) also have ﬁxed-density.
Cool-lex is a variation of co-lexicographic order for Bd(n). In co-lex, strings are recursively ordered
by suﬃxes of the form 10i for i = n− d,n− d− 1, . . . ,0. In cool-lex, strings are instead ordered using
i = n − d − 1,n − d − 2, . . . ,0,n − d. This small change creates a Gray code, meaning that successive
strings differ by a constant amount, regardless of the values of n and d (see Ruskey and Williams [22,
24]). Furthermore, a simple rule creates this Gray code one string at a time: If α ∈ Bd(n) has a preﬁx
of the form 1s0t1x where x is a single bit and t > 0, then the next string in cool-lex order replaces
this preﬁx by x1s0t1. The Gray code ends with the two strings that do not have such a preﬁx, namely
1n−d−10d1 and 1n−d0d . Fig. 3 compares co-lex and cool-lex order for B5(9).
F. Ruskey et al. / Journal of Combinatorial Theory, Series A 119 (2012) 155–169 157Fig. 3. B5(9) in co-lex order (top) and cool-lex order (bottom). Columns encode strings and are read from top-to-bottom where
0 and 1 are black and white squares respectively, and successive strings are read from right-to-left.
Fig. 4. (a) A ﬁxed-weight binary de Bruijn sequence for B3(6), (b) its substrings in B2(5) ∪ B3(5), (c) its substrings extended to
B3(6), and (d) the construction highlighting the aperiodic preﬁxes of the necklaces over B3(6) in reverse cool-lex order.
1.1. Results
This article proves that cool-lex order provides a Gray code for every ﬁxed-density bubble lan-
guage. More speciﬁcally, if L ⊂ Bd(n) is a bubble language, then a Gray code is obtained by ordering
the strings in L according to their relative order in cool-lex. In these Gray codes, successive strings
differ by a preﬁx-replacement that can be described as the transposition of one or two pairs of bits,
or by shifting a single bit to the left. These cool-lex Gray codes are also cyclic since one transposition
(or shift) transforms the last string into the ﬁrst. For this reason they can be layered to create Gray
codes for strings with a range of densities (or lengths).
1.2. Applications
Our new framework is used in subsequent articles to create constant amortized time algorithms
for generating all of the speciﬁc bubble languages discussed in this article [28], including the ﬁrst
constant amortized time Gray code algorithm for ﬁxed-density necklaces and Lyndon words [29]. An
algorithm generates a language L in constant amortized time if it visits each successive string in L in
O(1) amortized time; in the literature constant amortized algorithms are often said to be “CAT”.
The cool-lex Gray code is also the basis for the ﬁrst explicit construction of a ﬁxed-density de





substrings of length n − 1 include those in Bd−1(n − 1) ∪ Bd(n − 1) exactly once. Each of these sub-
strings can be extended to a unique string in Bd(n) by appending its redundant ‘missing’ ﬁnal bit. The
general construction is discussed in [21] and a brief description is that they are obtained by append-
ing the aperiodic preﬁxes of the necklaces over Bd(n) in reverse cool-lex order, as illustrated by Fig. 4.
The construction can be generated eﬃciently, with successive blocks of n bits being created in amor-
tized O(1)-time while using only O(n logn)-space [29]. Recently this construction was generalized to
de Bruijn cycles for binary strings with a speciﬁed upper-bound on the weight of each substring [27].
1.3. Combinatorial generation
Combinatorial generation is devoted to Gray codes, universal cycles, and eﬃcient generation of var-
ious combinatorial objects. Due to its long history and the variety of combinatorial objects, it is a
diﬃcult subject to summarize. For example, Section 7.2 of The Art of Computer Programming offers ex-
cellent coverage on “Generating all possibilities” but requires over 400 pages (see Knuth [10–12]).
This subsection outlines some general methods in the research area.
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For example, Gray codes and eﬃcient algorithms for permutations [30] were extended to permuta-
tions of a multiset [14,32,34,38], which in turn were extended to linear-extensions of partially ordered
sets [20,2,13], and ﬁnally to the basic words of an anti-matroid [18]. The approach in this article
differs from this standard evolution since it introduces a new class of combinatorial objects. The sim-
plicity of bubble languages allow us to prove results for individual objects that were previously the
topic of more diﬃcult articles (for example, see Wang and Savage [37], and Ueda [33] for the pre-
vious results on ﬁxed-density necklaces). This general approach to combinatorial generation was also
followed in the thesis by Williams [39].
Combinatorial generation has also been enriched by using the same technique to create Gray codes
and eﬃcient algorithms for multiple combinatorial objects. For example, reverse search has led to
multiple Gray codes (see Saitoh, Yamanaka, Kiyomi, and Uehara [25] for proper interval graphs). The
twisted lexico computation tree has also created Gray codes and eﬃcient algorithms for multiple com-
binatorial objects (see Takaoka [32] for multiset permutations) and generalizes the recursive structure
of the reﬂected Gray code (see Gray [7] and Knuth [10]). The reﬂected Gray code inspired Gray codes
for reﬂectable language (see Li and Sawada [16]) and their eﬃcient generation algorithms (see Xiang,
Cheng, and Ushijima [40]). A different approach was taken by Vajnovszki [35], who showed that a
Gray code for Lyndon words is obtained by using the relative order of strings in the reﬂected Gray
code. This sublist approach is used in this article.
The ECO framework enumerative combinatorics has been used to obtain Constant amortized al-
gorithms for a variety of objects (see Bacchelli, Barcucci, Grazzini, and Pergola [1]). More restrictive
than a constant amortized time algorithm is a loopless algorithm that generates successive strings in
worst-case O(1)-time. Loopless algorithms for multiple combinatorial objects were obtained by Walsh
[36], who extended those initially given by Ehrlich [5].
A de Bruijn sequence is a circular string of length 2n containing each binary strings of length n
exactly once as a substring. Universal cycles were introduced in Chung, Diaconis, and Graham [3]
as natural generalizations of de Bruijn sequences, and they proved the existence of universal cycles
for a number of combinatorial objects. Since that time, there has been a tradition of showing that
universal cycles exist for classes of combinatorial objects by proving that their associated de Bruijn
graphs are Eulerian. For example, see the results of Moreno [17], LaBounty-Lay, Bechel and Godbole
[15] and Kay, Brockman and Snively [6]. However, one aspect that is commonly missing from these
articles is a discussion of how to eﬃciently create an individual universal cycles without constructing
the underlying graph, which often has exponential size.
1.4. Article outline
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces bubble languages, and describes their
basic properties. Section 3 discusses cool-lex, and proves that the order gives a Gray code for any
bubble language. Section 4 contains recursive algorithms that generate the strings in an arbitrary
bubble language. Section 5 shows that each of the objects mentioned in Fig. 2 is a bubble language.
2. Bubble languages
This section deﬁnes bubble languages in Section 2.1 and the bubble poset in Section 2.2. Basic
properties of bubble languages are given in Section 2.3. Finally, Section 2.4 gives a recursive formula
for generating the strings in an arbitrary ﬁxed-density bubble language.
2.1. Deﬁnitions
A set of binary strings L is a binary bubble language if it satisﬁes one of the following two prop-
erties:
ﬁrst-01: if α ∈ L then replacing its ﬁrst 01 (if it exists) by 10 yields a string in L,
ﬁrst-10: if α ∈ L then replacing its ﬁrst 10 (if it exists) by 01 yields a string in L.
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is a ﬁrst-10 bubble language if it satisﬁes the ﬁrst-10 property. In some situations it is helpful to
differentiate between these two concepts. This is especially true in Section 5, where we prove that
the following combinatorial objects can be represented by bubble languages:
ﬁrst-01 bubble languages ﬁrst-10 bubble languages
• combinations • combinations
• strings with forbidden 01k • strings with forbidden 10k
• strings with  k inversions from 1∗0∗ • strings with  k inversions from 0∗1∗
• strings with  k transpositions from 1∗0∗ • strings with  k transpositions from 0∗1∗
• strings  some string ω • strings  to some string ω
• strings > or  their reversal • strings < or  their reversal
• strings  their complemented reversal • strings  their complemented reversal
• necklaces (largest rotation) • necklaces (smallest rotation)
• aperiodic necklaces (largest rotation) • Lyndon words
• k-ary Dyck words
• ordered forests with  k trees
• linear extensions of a B-poset
• connected unit interval graphs
• feasible solutions to 0–1 knapsack.
In other situations there is no need to differentiate between the two varieties, and so we focus on
ﬁrst-01 bubble languages. In particular, the unqualiﬁed term bubble language means ﬁrst-01 bubble
language for the remainder of this document.
To illustrate a speciﬁc bubble language, consider the language L⊆ B(5) containing strings  10110
L= {10110,10111,11000,11001,11010,11011,11100,11101,11110,11111}. (1)
Notice L is a bubble language since it satisﬁes the stronger condition that replacing any 01 by 10
will result in another string  10110. The above example also illustrates an important point stated in
Remark 2.1. Since replacing any 01 by 10 does not change the length or the density of a string, then
bubble languages can be partitioned into ﬁxed-density subsets. For example, L in (1) partitions into
bubble languages over its various Bd(n) below
{11000} ∪ {10110,11001,11010,11100} ∪ {10111,11011,11101,11110} ∪ {11111}.
Remark 2.1. A language is a bubble language if and only if its subsets over each Bd(n) are bubble
languages.
2.2. Bubble poset
Bubble languages over Bd(n) are the ideals of a partially ordered set that we call the bubble poset
P(n,d). To describe the poset we make the following deﬁnitions. As is common, xy represents y
consecutive copies of symbol x. If α = 1d0n−d , then we say α is terminal and τ (α) = α. Otherwise,
τ (α) is obtained by replacing the ﬁrst 01 in α with 10. Elements of P(n,d) are Bd(n), and the cover
relations are deﬁned by τ (α) ≺ α where α is not terminal.
In the poset P(n,d) the string 1n−d0d is the unique minimum element. Every other element covers
exactly one other element, and thus the Hasse diagram is a tree. Fig. 5 shows the Hasse diagram of
P(6,3) with an ideal shown in bold; this ideal consists of those strings that are lexicographically less
than or equal to their reversal.
Fig. 5 illustrates that P(n,d) is always a tree with 1d0n−d as the unique minimum element, and
that its ideals are the subtrees that contain this minimum. This setting makes it easier to count the
number of ﬁxed-density ﬁrst-01 bubble languages, with [39] showing that there are more than 1036
of them over B5(10) alone.
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2.3. Properties
This section proves three basic lemmas for bubble languages. The ﬁrst lemma provides various
closure properties. We use · for string concatenation. If L is a set of strings and γ is a string, then the
(left) quotient of L and γ is deﬁned (e.g., in [8] or [9]) as
L/γ = {α | α · γ ∈ L}.
For example, L/10 = {101,110,111} given L from (1).
Lemma 2.1 (Closure). If L and L′ are bubble languages and γ is a string, then L∪L′ , L∩L′ , and L/γ are bubble
languages.
Proof. The intersection and unions of ideals of any poset are also ideals of that poset, so the ﬁrst two
closure properties are true.
Let β ∈ L/γ . Then βγ ∈ L, and thus τ (βγ ) ∈ L. There are two cases to consider. First suppose
that β is not terminal. It follows that τ (βγ ) = τ (β)γ , and thus τ (β)γ ∈ L. Therefore, in this case,
τ (β) ∈ L/γ . Otherwise if β is terminal, then τ (β) = β , and so τ (β) ∈ L/γ . In both cases it was shown
that τ (β) ∈ L/γ . Therefore, bubble languages are closed under quotients. 
The next two lemmas prove basic preﬁx and suﬃx properties for bubble languages.
Lemma 2.2 (Preﬁx property). If L is a bubble language, then L/γ 
= ∅ implies 1s0tγ ∈ L for some s, t  0. In
other words, if L is a bubble language that contains a string with suﬃx γ , then L contains a string of the form
1∗0∗γ .
Proof. Given a string in L with suﬃx γ , the string 1∗0∗γ ∈ L is eventually obtained by repeatedly
replacing the ﬁrst 01 by 10. Alternatively, we could prove this by noting that L/γ is a bubble language
and its minimum element is of the form 1∗0∗ . 
Lemma 2.3 (Suﬃx property). If L is a bubble language, then L/01γ 
= ∅ implies L/10γ 
= ∅. In other words,
if L contains a string with suﬃx 01γ , then L contains a string with suﬃx 10γ .
Proof. If L contains a string with suﬃx 01γ , then Lemma 2.2 implies that L contains a string of the
form 1s0t01γ . Then, τ (1s0t01γ ) = 1s0t10γ proves that L contains a string with suﬃx 10γ . 
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This section gives a recursive formula for generating the strings in an arbitrary bubble language
over Bd(n) in co-lexicographic order. Co-lexicographic (co-lex) order sorts strings by increasing value
of their last symbol. In other words, co-lex order is lexicographic order except strings are read from
right-to-left. We develop our recursive formula for bubble languages in three steps, and then describe
it in terms of a computation tree. Both of these descriptions are helpful in Section 3, when we modify
co-lex order to produce a Gray code.
In our recursive formulae we use three parameters: s, t , and γ . The parameter γ represents the
ﬁxed-suﬃx that is built from right-to-left, whereas s and t represent the remaining number of 1s and
0s that have not yet joined the ﬁxed-suﬃx. The complete lists are obtained by taking s = d, t = n− d,
and γ =  , where  denotes the empty string. Our ﬁrst recursive formula is for generating all of the
strings in Bd(n) in co-lex order. Typically this would be done by extending the ﬁxed-suﬃx γ by a
single bit, starting with 0γ and following with 1γ . Alternatively, one can extend the ﬁxed-suﬃx by
strings of the form 10i for decreasing i as follows
L(s, t, γ ) =
{
1s0tγ , L(s − 1,1,10t−1γ ), . . . , L(s − 1, t,1γ ) if s > 0,
0tγ if s = 0.
Notice that the string 1s0tγ is the special case where all of the remaining copies of 0 join the ﬁxed-
suﬃx. That is, L(s − 1,0,10tγ ) = 1s0tγ . Also notice that the base case occurs when every copy of
1 has been exhausted. Now let us generalize this recursive formula so that it generates an arbitrary
language L ⊆ Bd(n) in co-lex order. Since there is no guarantee that an individual string is in L, both
cases from the ﬁrst recursive formula must be duplicated as follows.
L(s, t, γ ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
1s0tγ , L(s − 1,1,10t−1γ ), . . . , L(s − 1, t,1γ ) if s > 0 and 1s0tγ ∈ L,
L(s − 1,1,10t−1γ ), . . . , L(s − 1, t,1γ ) if s > 0 and 1s0tγ /∈ L,
0tγ if s = 0 and 0tγ ∈ L,
λ if s = 0 and 0tγ /∈ L,
where λ denotes the empty list. The ﬁnal case in this recursive formula is undesirable since it is
a computational dead-end that generates no strings. In our ﬁnal recursive formula we simplify the
previous recursive formula by assuming that L is a bubble language over Bd(n). Recall that the suﬃx
property in Lemma 2.3 ensures that if L/10iγ is non-empty for i > 0, then L/10i−1γ is also non-
empty. Furthermore, if L/10iγ is non-empty, then the preﬁx property in Lemma 2.2 ensures that
1s−10t−i10iγ ∈ L. Combining these observations gives the following simpliﬁed formula for generating
the co-lex order of a bubble language L⊆ Bd(n)
L(s, t, γ ) =
{
1s0tγ , L(s − 1,1,10t−1γ ), . . . , L(s − 1, t − j,10 jγ ) if s > 0,
0tγ if s = 0,
(2a)
(2b)
where j is the minimum value such that L contains a string with suﬃx 10 jγ . In each of the last
two formulae, the ﬁxed-suﬃx is built from right-to-left by strings of the form 10i , so we can always
assume that γ is either empty or begins with 1.
We close this section by visualizing the computation tree that results from (2). In the computation
tree, each internal node is labeled with the ﬁxed-suﬃx γ at that point during the computation. In
particular, the root has label  . The leftmost child of an internal node is the leaf labeled 1s0tγ . The
remaining children of an internal node are labeled from left-to-right as 10iγ for decreasing values
of i, and the edges of the tree are labeled with the corresponding substrings of the form 10i . The
leaves of the tree are the strings in the language L, and the co-lex order of these strings is obtained
by reading the leaves from left-to-right. The computation tree for B3(2) is illustrated in Fig. 6(a), with
internal nodes in ovals and leaves in boxes.
Since bubble languages have the preﬁx property found in Lemma 2.2, we can compress the com-
putation tree by labeling each internal node with the leaf that is its leftmost child. In the compact
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the leaves from left-to-right in (a), or by a pre-order traversal in (b).
computation tree, each internal node is labeled 1s0tγ where γ is the ﬁxed-suﬃx at that point dur-
ing the computation. The children of an internal node are the same as they are in the computation
tree, except that the ﬁrst child is removed. The compact computation tree for B3(2) is illustrated in
Fig. 6(b), with every node in a box.
Remark 2.2. If L is a bubble language over Bd(n), then its strings can be obtained in co-lex order by
a pre-order traversal of the compact computation tree.
Although the difference between the computation tree and the compact computation tree may
seem cosmetic, the distinction proves to be helpful in the next section.
3. Cool-lex order
This section deﬁnes cool-lex order for the strings in an arbitrary bubble language over Bd(n), and
then proves that this order provides a Gray code. The Gray code can be expressed using transpositions
or shifts.
Cool-lex order is generated by making a small change to the recursive formula (2) we developed
for generating co-lex order: the string of the form 1s0tγ appears last instead of ﬁrst. This change is
shown by the following recursive formula
C(s, t, γ ) =
{C(s − 1,1,10t−1γ ), . . . , C(s − 1, t − j,10 jγ ),1s0tγ if s > 0,
0tγ if s = 0,
(3a)
(3b)
where j is the minimum value such that L contains a string with suﬃx 10 jγ , and γ is either empty
or begins with 1. Cool-lex order can also be described succinctly by its relationship to the compact
computation tree discussed in Section 2.4. When compared to co-lex order, the nodes with labels of
the form 1s0tγ are visited last instead of ﬁrst in cool-lex order.
Remark 3.1. If L is a bubble language over Bd(n), then its strings can be obtained in cool-lex order by
a post-order traversal of the compact computation tree.
To prove that cool-lex order provides a Gray code for any bubble language, we must understand
the post-order traversal of the compact computation tree. We will break the post-order traversal into
three basic movements: right, up, and down. Each of these movements can be accomplished by a
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Fig. 8. The up movement in the compact computation tree.
Fig. 9. The down movement in the compact computation tree, where i minimizes 1i01s−iγ ∈ L.
single transposition or shift, and then we explain how these movements combine to give the post-
order traversal.
Right. First suppose α is a non-root node in the compact computation tree and α is not the last
child of its parent. The node to the right of α is its next sibling β . Notice that α must have a label of
the form 1s0t10γ for some t > 0, and β must have a label of the form 1s0t01γ . The right movement is
illustrated by Fig. 7, and can be accomplished by swapping the bits in positions s+ t+1 and s+ t+2.
Up. Next suppose α is a non-root node in the compact computation tree. The node above α is its
parent β . Notice that α must have a label of the form 1s0t1γ and β must have a label of the form
1s10tγ . The up movement is illustrated by Fig. 8, and can be accomplished by swapping the bits in
positions s + 1 and s + t + 1.
Down. Finally, suppose α is a non-leaf node in the compact computation tree. The node below α
is obtained from α by successively following the ﬁrst child of each internal node in the compact
computation tree until reaching a leaf β . Notice that α must have a label of the form 1s0γ and β
must have a label of the form 1i01s−iγ , where i is the minimum value such that 1i01s−iγ is in the
bubble language L. The down movement is illustrated by Fig. 9, and can be accomplished by swapping
the bits in positions i + 1 and s + 1. In the ﬁgure, the edge label 10t−1 assumes that α = 1s0tγ ′
where γ ′ is empty or begins with 1.
Using these three movements, we will now describe how to traverse the compact computation tree
for an arbitrary bubble language L ⊆ Bd(n) in post-order. More precisely, if α = 1s0tγ ∈ L is the label
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cyclically in post-order. Let β be the result of swapping the (s+ t + 1)st and (s+ t + 2)nd symbols in
α, and we assume γ is empty or begins with 1. There are three cases to consider:
• If α = 1s0t is the root, then it is the last node visited in post-order. The ﬁrst string in the post-
order traversal is obtained from α by the down movement.
• If α is the rightmost child of its parent, then the next string in post-order is obtained by the
up movement. Notice that α is the rightmost child of its parent if one of the following three
conditions hold: γ = 1 or as+t+2 = 1 or β /∈ L.
• If α is not the rightmost child of its parent, then the next string in post-order is obtained by the
right movement followed by the down movement. Notice that α is not the rightmost child of its
parent if the above cases do not apply.
Given these cases and Figs. 7–9, it is easy to derive a formula for the string next(α) that follows α
in cool-lex order. If α = a1 · · ·an is a string and i  j, then swap(i, j) denotes the string obtained by
transposing (swapping) ai and a j . First we describe next(α) in terms of transpositions. If α = 1s0tγ ∈ L




swap(i+1, s+1) if γ = ,
swap(s+1, s+t+1) if γ = 1, as+t+2 = 1, or β /∈ L,
swap(s+t+1, s+t+2) swap(i+1, s+1) otherwise,
(4)
where β = swap(s + t + 1, s + t + 2) (applied to α), and i is the minimum value such that
1i01s−i0t−1γ ∈ L. Notice that 0  i  s since the upper-bound follows from α ∈ L. The last line in
(4) includes two disjoint swaps that are both applied to α, and the second has no effect when i = s.
The above formula is also circular, since the ﬁrst case describes how to change the last string in
cool-lex order into the ﬁrst string.
We can also express the formula for next(α) using shifts and the same values of β and i in (4).
If α = a1 · · ·an and i < j, then let shift( j, i) be the result of replacing the substring ai · · ·a j in α
with a jai · · ·a j−1. In other words, shift( j, i) denotes the operation of left-shifting the jth symbol into




shift(s + t, i) if γ = ,
shift(s+t+1,1) if γ = 1 or as+t+2 = 1 or β /∈ L,
shift(s+t+2, i) otherwise.
(5)
Again, the above formula works circularly, since the ﬁrst case describes how to change the last string
in cool-lex order into the ﬁrst string. Also notice that the right movement followed by the down
movement can be described by a single shift. This section has proven the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Cool-lex order provides a cyclic Gray code for any bubble language L ⊆ Bd(n). In this Gray code
successive strings are obtained by one or two transpositions as determined by (4), and by a single left-shift as
determined by (5).
3.1. Layering
We have given cool-lex Gray codes for any bubble language whose strings have a ﬁxed-length and
ﬁxed-density. Since the Gray codes are cyclic, it is straightforward to obtain Gray codes for bubble
languages whose strings have ﬁxed-length and varying density. One way to do this is to concatenate
the cool-lex Gray codes by increasing density. We can also obtain a cyclic Gray code by layering the
even densities in increasing order followed by the odd densities in decreasing order. In both cases we
obtain a Gray code so long as there is at least one string (the terminal string) in the language for
each density.
More generally, if we partition L into its non-empty subsets whose strings have ﬁxed-length and
ﬁxed-density, then each subset will contain a terminal string. Furthermore, its ﬁrst and last strings in
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arbitrary bubble language L so long as there exists a (cyclic) Gray code amongst its terminal strings.
This leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. If bubble language L has a (cyclic) Gray code for its terminal strings, then L has a (cyclic) Gray
code.
Although Theorem 3.2 guarantees the existence of a Gray code, it may not produce a Gray code
that minimizes the difference between successive strings. In particular, the Hamming distance be-
tween successive strings can be reduced by reﬂecting every second ﬁxed-density Gray code.
4. Algorithms
In this section we provide simple recursive algorithms for generating bubble languages over Bd(n)
in Algorithms 1. Co-lex generates the strings in co-lex order according to (2), and Cool-lex generates
the strings in cool-lex order according to (3).
Function Co-lex(s, t)
Visit()
if s > 0 and t > 0
j := Oracle(s, t)
for i := t − 1 to j
swap(s, s + t − i)
Co-lex(s − 1, t − i)
swap(s, s + t − i)
Function Cool-lex(s, t)
if s > 0 and t > 0
j := Oracle(s, t)
for i := t − 1 to j
swap(s, s + t − i)
Cool-lex(s − 1, t − i)
swap(s, s + t − i)
Visit()
Algorithms 1. Co-lex and Cool-lex generate a bubble language over Bd(n) in co-lex order and cool-lex order, respectively.
In these algorithms the current string is stored in an array of length n. The array is indexed from 1,
and should be initialized to contain 1d0n−d . The array is modiﬁed by swap(i, j), which swaps the
values stored at indices i and j. The initial call is to Co-lex(d,n− d) or Cool-lex(d,n − d), and Visit()
is called once for each string in L. At the start of each recursive call the array contains 1s0tγ where γ
is either empty or begins with 1. The key to the algorithm is the routine Oracle(s, t) that returns the
minimum value of j such that 1s−10t− j10 jγ ∈ L. Each iteration of the for loop updates the current
string from 1s0tγ to 1s−10t−i10iγ using a single swap. Following a recursive call, the current string is
restored to 1s0tγ by undoing this swap. The only difference between the two routines is the location
of the Visit().
Co-lex and Cool-lex reduce the complexity of generating each bubble language over Bd(n) to the
complexity of implementing each Oracle(s, t). Since every recursive call of Co-lex(s, t) visits a string
in the bubble language, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. If the total amount of computation required by all calls to Oracle(s, t) for a given bubble lan-
guage L ⊆ Bd(n) is proportional to the number of strings in L, then Co-lex(d,n − d) generates L in constant
amortized time.
In [28] and [29] we present eﬃcient oracles for each of the bubble languages listed in Section 2,
and this allows each language to be generated in constant amortized time. The ﬁrst of these two
articles also explains how Cool-lex can be augmented to output the run-length representation of each
string, as well as the direct Gray code changes (as transpositions or shifts) between successive strings.
Cool-lex order has also been used in loopless algorithms for combinations [24], balanced parentheses
and binary trees [23], and k-ary Dyck words [4].
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This section shows that each of the combinatorial objects mentioned in Section 2.1 can be naturally
represented by a bubble language.
Combinations. An (n,d)-combination (or d-subset of an n-set) can be thought of as any string of
length n and density d. Clearly combinations satisfy both of the bubble properties. Combinations were
the ﬁrst object to be studied in the context of cool-lex order [22,24].
Forbidden substrings. Strings avoiding the forbidden substring 01k for any ﬁxed value of k form a
ﬁrst-01 bubble language. This is because swapping the ﬁrst 01 to 10 cannot introduce the forbidden
substring. On the other hand, these languages do not have the property that any 01 can be replaced
by 10. For example, 0101 avoids 011, but replacing its second 01 by 10 gives the string 0110, which
does contain 011. Similarly, strings with forbidden substrings of the form 10k form a ﬁrst-10 bubble
language.
Inversions. An inversion with respect to 1∗0∗ in a string a1 · · ·an is any ai = 0 and a j = 1 such
that i < j. For example the string a1 · · ·a6 = 100101 has 5 inversions: (a2,a4), (a2,a6), (a3,a4), (a3,a6),
(a5,a6). Replacing any 01 by 10 reduces the number of inversions by one, so strings with at most k
inversions form a ﬁrst-01 bubble language. Similarly, strings with at most k inversions with respect
to 0∗1∗ form a ﬁrst-10 bubble language.
Transpositions. Another way to look at a string with k inversions is that it requires k adjacent-
transpositions to sort into the form 1∗0∗ . If we remove the “adjacent” criteria, then we can consider
a bound k on the number of transpositions required to sort a string into the form 1∗0∗ . For example,
while the string 100101 requires 5 adjacent-transpositions (it has 5 inversions), it requires only 2
transpositions to sort it: namely swapping the 0s in positions 2 and 3 with the 1s in position 4 and 6.
Since swapping any 01 with 10 does not increase the number of transpositions required to sort it,
strings with at most k transpositions to sort it into the form 1∗0∗ are a ﬁrst-01 bubble language.
Similarly, strings with at most k transpositions to sort it into the form 0∗1∗ are a ﬁrst-10 bubble
language.
Strings ω. Consider a string α that is greater than or equal to a ﬁxed ω in the usual lexicograph-
ical sense. Clearly, swapping any 01 to 10 in a string α will only make it lexicographically larger. Thus,
the language of strings that are greater than or equal to ω form a ﬁrst-01 bubble language. Similarly,
strings that are less than or equal to ω form a ﬁrst-10 bubble language.
Reversible strings. Consider a string α that is greater than (or equal to) its reversal. If we swap the
ﬁrst 01 to 10 then clearly α becomes larger while its reversal gets smaller in the usual lexicographical
sense. Thus, strings that are greater than (or equal to) their reversal form a ﬁrst-01 bubble language.
Similarly, strings that are less than (or equal to) their reversal form a ﬁrst-10 bubble language. Such
equivalence classes of strings have also been called neckties [26].
Complemented reversible strings. In addition to reversal, we can also consider equivalence under
complements (replacing 0s by 1s and vice versa). Observe that the terminal string 1d0n−d is only
greater than or equal to its complemented reversal if d n/2. If this condition is satisﬁed, then the
ﬁrst 01 will either occur completely in the ﬁrst half of the string or it will be split over the middle.
Thus, if a string α that is greater than or equal to its complemented reversal then swapping the ﬁrst
01 to 10 will clearly maintain this property. Therefore, strings that are greater than or equal to their
complemented reversal form a ﬁrst-01 bubble language. Similarly, strings that are less than or equal
to their complemented reversal form a ﬁrst-10 bubble language. Furthermore, these inequalities can
be replaced by strict inequalities so long as d > n/2.
Necklaces and Lyndon words. Necklaces are equivalence classes of strings under rotation. If we
choose the lexicographically largest (or smallest) element as the representative then we will show
that they form a bubble language. Using the lexicographically smallest element as representative, the
aperiodic necklaces are known as Lyndon words.
Consider a necklace α = a1 · · ·an using the lexicographically largest representative. If α 
= 1d0n−d ,
then suppose that the ﬁrst 01 appears in positions j and j + 1. Note that a1 · · ·ai = 1s0t for some
s, t > 0. If we swap the ﬁrst 01 to 10 then the resulting string β is larger than α. We analyze what
happens to the rotations of α in four cases, where ri denotes the string ai · · ·ana1 · ai−1:
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preﬁx of the same length in α. Thus, these rotations will still be smaller than α < β after the
swap has occurred.
 r j : If s > 1, then this case is trivial since β will start 11 while r j with the swap will start 10. If
s = 1, then since α  r j , we must have a j+2 · · ·a2 j = 0t . Thus, β will have preﬁx 10t−11 while the
rotation ri with the swap will have preﬁx 10t+1.
 r j+1: This rotation will start with 0 after the swap and thus is clearly less than α < β .
 r j+2 · · · rn: For these rotations the swap will occur later in the string than α. Thus, since α is
greater than or equal to each rotation, β will be greater than each such rotation after the swap
has occurred.
In each case β is strictly larger than each of its rotations, and so β is an aperiodic necklace.
Thus, (aperiodic) necklaces using the lexicographically largest representation form a ﬁrst-01 bubble
language. Similarly, (aperiodic) necklaces using the lexicographically smallest representation form a
ﬁrst-10 bubble language.
Dyck words. A k-ary Dyck word is a binary string with d 1s and d(k − 1) 0s such that every
preﬁx has  k − 1 0s for every 1. k-Ary Dyck words are known to be equivalent to k-ary trees with
d internal nodes. When k = 2, Dyck words are counted by the Catalan numbers and are equivalent to
balanced parentheses strings (see Stanley [31] for 177 combinatorial objects counted by the Catalan
number). Dyck words are a ﬁrst-01 bubble language because swapping any 01 by 10 cannot decrease
the number of 1s in a preﬁx.
Ordered forests. Ordered forests containing k trees are in correspondence with balanced paren-
theses strings with k balanced preﬁxes. A balanced preﬁx in a string α is any non-empty preﬁx of α
that contains the same number of 1s as 0s. Notice that swapping a 01 by 10 can only increase the
number of balanced preﬁxes in α when α has a preﬁx containing j copies of 1 and j + 1 copies of 0.
Since no such preﬁx exists in a balanced parentheses string, then balanced parentheses strings with
at most k balanced preﬁxes are a ﬁrst-01 bubble language.
Linear extensions of a B-poset. A B-poset is a poset whose elements can be partitioned into two
chains X and Y , where X is the chain x1 < x2 < · · · < xs and Y is the chain y1 < y2 < · · · < yt ;
furthermore, all other cover relations must be of the form x < y where x ∈ X and y ∈ Y (see Pruesse
and Ruskey [19]). The Hasse diagram shown below illustrates a B-poset where s = 3 and t = 6 with
the additional cover relations x1 < y1, x2 < y3, and x3 < y5.
A linear extension of a poset is a linear ordering of its elements that is compatible with the rela-
tions of the poset. Each linear extension of a B-poset can be represented by the unique binary string
obtained by mapping each x ∈ X to a 1 and each y ∈ Y to a 0; we identify linear extensions with such
binary strings. For the above B-poset, one linear extension is x1 y1x2 y2 y3 y4x3 y5 y6 which is uniquely
represented as 101000100. Given such a linear extension of a B-poset, it is easy to see that any 01
can be replaced by 10 to obtain another extension. Thus, the set of all linear extensions of a B-poset
correspond to a ﬁrst-01 bubble language.
We can also think of the linear extensions of a B-poset as follows. Let 	i be the position of the ith
1 in the lexicographically least linear extension of a B-poset using the binary string representation. In
our earlier example, the lexicographically least linear extension is 100100100 and thus 	1 = 1, 	2 = 4
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with s 1s and t 0s, where the ith 1 appears within the ﬁrst 	i positions, for each 1  i  s. The k-
ary Dyck words correspond to the linear extensions of the B-poset which is obtained by using s = d,
t = (k − 1)d and 	i = k(i − 1) + 1 for 1 i  d (the Hasse diagram of this poset is the one illustrated
above with k = 3 and d = 3).
Connected unit interval graphs. A unit interval graph with n vertices can be represented by a
balanced parentheses string α of length 2n. The vertex vi corresponds to the interval between the ith
one and the ith zero in α. If i < j, then vi and v j are adjacent if their intervals overlap, i.e., if the jth
one appears before the ith zero. In a connected unit interval graph, its balanced parentheses string
has exactly one balanced preﬁx. The four distinct connected unit interval graphs with four vertices
appear below along with their string representations.
Observe that two balanced parentheses strings give isomorphic unit interval graphs if they are
complemented reversals of one another. For example, the strings 11011000 and 11100100 give the
same connected unit interval graph. Conversely, it has been shown that connected unit interval graphs
can be represented uniquely by balanced parentheses strings with exactly one balanced preﬁx that
are greater than or equal to their complemented reversals (see Saitoh et al. [25]). Since balanced
parentheses with one balanced preﬁx and binary strings greater than or equal to their complemented
reverse with d = n/2 are both ﬁrst-01 bubble languages, then the closure of ﬁrst-01 bubble languages
under intersections from Lemma 2.1 implies that connected unit interval graphs are also a ﬁrst-01
bubble language.
0–1 knapsack. Given a knapsack with capacity C and a set of n items with non-decreasing weights
w1  w2  · · · wn , a feasible packing corresponds to a subset of the items whose total weight does
not exceed C . Such a packing can be represented by a binary string α = a1 · · ·an where a 1 in posi-
tion i means that the packing contains item i and a 0 means that it does not contain item i. Given a
feasible packing α, clearly swapping any 01 with 10 will give rise to a new packing that does not in-
crease in weight. Thus, feasible solutions to a 0–1 knapsack problem form a ﬁrst-01 bubble language.
Feasible solutions to 0–1 knapsack problems include many interesting special cases, as illustrated by
Fig. 1.
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